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Abstract

The complexity of today’s embedded real-time systems is continuously growing with high demands on dependability, resource-efficiency, and reusability. Two solution approaches address these needs: First, in the component based software engineering (CBSE) paradigm, software is decomposed into self-contained components with explicit interactions and context dependencies. Connectors represent the abstraction of interactions between these components. Second, components can be shifted from software to reconfigurable hardware, typically field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), in order to meet real-time constraints. This paper proposes a component-based concept to support efficient hardware/software co-design: A hardware component together with the hardware/software connector can seamlessly replace a software component with the same functionality, while the particularities of the alternative interaction are encapsulated in the component connector. Our approach provides for tools that can generate all necessary interaction mechanisms between hardware and software components. A proof-of-concept application demonstrates the advantages of our concept: Rapid change and comparison of different partitioning decisions due to automated and faultless generation of the hardware/software connectors.
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1. Introduction and Related Work

The importance of embedded real-time systems has rapidly grown over the last years. This trend is also clearly visible in our research area, namely automotive embedded systems domain, especially hard real-time systems for by-wire applications. State-of-the-art vehicles contain up to 70 electronic control units (ECUs) \cite{13} and most innovations in cars are realized in software. Future applications will be based on standardized architectures like AUTOSAR (Automotive Open System ARchitecture) \cite{1, 14}, which was developed by automobile manufacturers and suppliers. Important drivers for this development are safety, software reuse and cost reduction due to fewer development cycles. AUTOSAR proposes a layered architecture of basic software modules comprising communication modules, operating system and modules facilitating the access to microcontroller peripheral devices as well as a component based infrastructure for application components.

Our concept to support rapid and faultless hardware/software partitioning is based on the component based software engineering (CBSE) paradigm, nevertheless with some few adaptations it can be also applied to existing layered architectures. CBSE is already a widely accepted and adopted paradigm in the embedded systems domain to cope with the increasing complexity. In accordance with the work of \cite{15, 21, 23} a component is defined as (i) a trusted software element, (ii) an element of execution, with a (iii) well defined usage description. It conforms to a (iv) component model and can be (v) independently deployed and composed without modification according to a composition standard.
The aim of hardware/software partitioning methods in real-time embedded systems is to achieve an overall solution that meets all application requirements, which is often quite challenging for tasks that are very time or resource critical. The foundation for partitioning is a detailed high-level description of the complete behavior of an application. Furthermore accurate estimations of important characteristics are of major importance for the process of optimization and partitioning. Promising hardware/software partitioning approaches have been already presented in [3, 4, 7]. The foundation for the co-design algorithms proposed there is an independent high-level specification of the complete behavior. Established high-level specification languages for this purpose are SystemC or ESTEREL. A formal verification of hardware/software partitioning with SystemC can be found in [18]. The partitioning process is constraint driven concerning performance, dependability and cost properties. Nevertheless the final partitioning decision is based on expert knowledge and has proven to be very difficult to automate [24]. A further hardware/software partitioning algorithm concerning hardware area and processor memory constraints is presented in [12]. The approach is classified into a partitioning phase and a scheduling phase. During the partitioning phase the application program is transferred into directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). In the scheduling phase the reduction of system cost will be reached by tuning the tasks in hardware and software. Contrary to our approach the partitioning optimization is based on tasks and not on the level of well specified components and their interactions.

A novel hardware/software co-design approach from Altera\(^1\) is presented in [19]. It describes the process of Automated Generation of Hardware Accelerators with Direct Memory Access from ANSI/ISO Standard C Functions. It is a methodology that is tightly coupled with an Altera soft core CPU (used in an FPGA), its tool chain, and its memory system. A C-to-hardware compiler is used to generate hardware accelerators with direct CPU memory access from standard C functions. A major exclusion from this automated process are recursions and floating-point types. The HybridThreads Project [17] is a further co-design approach. It is an embedded real-time operating system, that allows programmers to run threads simultaneously on the CPU and in parallel on an FPGA. The thread scheduling mechanism is also realized in hardware to reduce thread switching overheads and jitter. In both approaches the partitioning decision itself is still based on human knowledge.

Our approach extends the principle of CBSE towards hardware components such that hardware/software partitioning can be performed with a high degree of automation. This not only reduces the risk of error during the partitioning process (by reducing the amount of required human intervention) but also allows a more systematic treatment. The partitioning method is platform independent and requires only a CPU with access to an FPGA. It is possible to generate interfaces between hardware and software components automatically as well as interfaces between two hardware components. Furthermore, components can be also deployed to hardware in the case that a hardware component requires functionality from a software component — the initiator of a method call is deployed to hardware. Based on our proof-of-concept application we will discuss and demonstrate the challenges of supporting efficient hardware/software partitioning.

2. Component Model

A component has to provide at least one interface to specify the dependencies between the services provided by the component and the services required to fulfill its task. An interface is a named set of services provided or required by a component. Two components can interact during runtime if their provided and required interfaces are validly associated. The association is called a connector, which is the abstraction of any interaction between the connected components. We distinguish between two different types of connectors, namely implicit and explicit. Most component models cover the process of component interaction in some kind of middleware, thus the connection has to be considered as implicit connector. An explicit connector is an architectural entity that is used to represent component composition and interaction, whereas the explicit connector itself can be identified as a communication component. Furthermore, an explicit connector encapsulates all communication logic for one specific type of interaction. The use of explicit connectors is especially important if the CBSE paradigm is applied to distributed embedded real-time systems where interaction between components has to be processed via communication systems like FlexRay [8, 11]. In [21] the UML 2.0 Superstructure specification [20] is used and extended for the representation of component di-
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\(^1\)http://www.altera.com/
a platform. Of course, applying hardware/software co-design principles implies that core problems are the physical interface between a central electronic control units (ECU’s). In our approach the corresponding ECU’s are equipped with such a reconfigurable hardware device. In [21] the physical boundary between the connectors are local to the connector. Both fragments represent the total functionality of the original connector as shown in Figure 1. The process of explicit connector transformation is described in [22]. Independent of the use of the connectors — that can be local or distributed between processing units — component model transformation results in local communication interactions of components to the fragments of the explicit connectors, the so-called communication middleware. Furthermore all local communication interactions are represented by synchronous (blocking) or asynchronous (non-blocking) method calls [21] (illustrated by the transformation of the Data Broadcast Connector to IA.IB and the explicit connector in Figure 1).

2.1. Hardware/Software Interaction Model

For our concept of automated generation of hardware/software connectors we extend the use of explicit connectors. In [21] the physical boundary between the connector fragments is a communication system between different electronic control units (ECU’s). In our approach the physical boundary is the physical interface between a central processing unit (CPU) or a microcontroller unit (MCU) to a reconfigurable hardware device. Of course, applying hardware/software co-design principles implies that corresponding ECU’s are equipped with such a reconfigurable device. Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA’s) are already state-of-the-art reconfigurable devices in consumer electronics and FPGA’s in conjunction with modern MCU cores are viewed as a promising solution for the problem of continuously increasing performance requirements of modern embedded real-time applications.

Figure 2 shows the basic concept of our component based hardware/software partitioning approach. The realization of component B in software can be replaced by a hardware implementation of B, if the connector is adopted accordingly: An explicit connector is introduced of which one connector fragment has to be realized in hardware and the other one in software. Both together encapsulate the physical boundary between an MCU and an FPGA. Examples for this physical boundary are standard types like address/data bus, serial interface, dual ported RAM, or single wire interface. In Figure 2 interface I1 is independent of the realization of component B, which is an important property of our approach. As already stated above, interface I1 can only consist of synchronous or asynchronous method calls. For simplification the shown component diagram is only modeled with a synchronous method call. An asynchronous call would also contain a path for a callback as shown in Figure 4. Interface I2 represents the access from the hardware connector fragment to the effective hardware implementation of the component’s functionality. The simplest solution for such a connector is a memory access — also called blackboard connector — which provides the possibility of read and write accesses to the hardware component (indicated by the r/w connector in Figure 2). Starting from a given interface specification our approach enables the automated generation of all necessary mechanisms for the replacement of a software component by an equivalent hardware implementation. Of course it is also possible to shift more than one component into hardware. To hide the actual implementation of the interface all specific properties are encapsulated in the connector fragments of the synchronous and asynchronous method calls — as specified in the following sections.

2.2. Synchronous Software Connector Fragment

During a synchronous method call the thread of execution changes from the component with the required interface to the component with the provided interface until the latter has finished its task. As shown in Figure 3 the software fragment of an explicit synchronous hardware/software connector consists of two sub-components:

Parameter Handler: The Parameter Handler Component converts the parameters of the synchronous method calls into data elements that can be transferred via the physical boundary to the hardware and thus triggers the operation of the hardware module of the component. The thread of execution remains at the Parameter Handler Component to check continuously the status of the hardware until it has finished the execution. A read back of the results and a parameter conversion complete the synchronous method call and the thread of execution returns to the initially calling component.
Software Abstraction of Physical Boundary: The Software Abstraction of the Physical Boundary Component provides a well defined and simple interface to the hardware devices of an ECU via read and write accesses.

All components marked with a (*) are of type singleton and are deployed only once on an ECU even in case that more than one component has been shifted to hardware.

2.3. Asynchronous Software Connector Fragment

An asynchronous method call implies the possibility of more than one thread of execution on a CPU or MCU. During the asynchronous call the thread of execution changes from the initial calling component to the Request Handler Component (see Figure 4) and returns immediately. A second thread of execution is processed cyclically or triggered by an interrupt at the software fragment of the connector. As shown in Figure 4, the software fragment of an explicit asynchronous hardware/software connector consists of four sub-components. Additionally an interrupt or timer service is needed for the realization of this component, which is indicated as Timer and Interrupt Services Component. The sub-components of the asynchronous software fragment are:

Request Handler: The Request Handler Component has to manage the possibility of multiple asynchronous method calls. It has to forward method calls to the Parameter Handler Component via the Method Call Interface and will itself be notified about completion of hardware tasks via the Call Notification Interface. In the latter case the Request Handler Component has to inform the initially calling component via the Callback Interface.

Parameter Handler: Same as described in Section 2.2. In addition it has to register each method call at the Hardware Status Check Component. In case of a completed hardware task the Hardware Status Check Component transfers the results from the hardware to the Parameter Handler Component via the Call Status Notification Interface. Finally a parameter conversion of the hardware results and a notification of the Request Handler Component are necessary.

Software Abstraction of Physical Boundary: Same as described in Section 2.2.

Hardware Status Check: The Hardware Status Check Component has to observe the status of all active hardware tasks that have been registered via the Call Registration Interface. The activation of the hardware status check has to be initiated by a periodically scheduled task of the operating system or by an interrupt service. The latter can even be triggered by the hardware part of the component itself. In case of a completed hardware task the Hardware Status Check Component has to read back the results via the Software Abstraction of Physical Boundary Component and transfer them to the Parameter Handler Component.

2.4. Hardware Connector Fragment

The hardware connector fragment of an explicit hardware/software partitioning connector is equal for both synchronous and asynchronous method calls. As shown in Figure 5 it consists of two sub-components, whereas the interaction in-between is always of type “blackboard” with the possibility of read and write accesses.

Hardware Abstraction of Physical Boundary: The Hardware Abstraction of Physical Boundary Component is the counterpart to the Software Abstraction of Physical Boundary Component and provides a well defined and simple interface for read and write accesses.

Hardware Component Handler: The Hardware Component Handler has to manage the possibility of multiple
explicit hardware/software connectors and thus multiple realizations of hardware components. All read and write accesses have to be redirected to the corresponding hardware realization of a component. Both the Hardware Component Handler and the Hardware Abstraction of Physical Boundary Component are of type singleton and are deployed only once in the reconfigurable hardware during the component model transformation process.

All considerations up to now have been made under the assumption that the initial calling component is implemented in software. If the initial calling component of an interaction is realized in hardware (and the called component in software), the software fragments of the explicit connectors have to be slightly modified. In the case of a synchronous method call the Parameter Handler Component of Figure 3 has to be activated by a periodically scheduled task of the operating system or by an interrupt service to check the status of the hardware component and to initiate the call. The interface of the software fragment is changed from a provided to a required interface. In the case of an asynchronous method call the assembly of the software connector fragment in Figure 4 can remain unmodified, except the direction of the provided and the callback interface have to be changed.

3. Hardware/Software Interaction

The grand challenge of hardware/software co-design is the design partitioning decision. A widely known approach for this purpose is POLIS [4, 24] from the University of California, Berkeley. The high-level system specification is based on existing languages, e.g. ESTEREL [5] or SystemC [16]. Design partitioning is a process on system level and includes the hardware/software partitioning, the target architecture selection and the scheduler configuration. These decisions are based on expert knowledge in system design and are very difficult to automate [24]. Consequently POLIS can be seen as a supporting tool, the complex decision of hardware/software partitioning itself is still a task for a human engineer and can be supported by consideration of measures and metrics for real-time system components as proposed in [10].

As already mentioned existing hardware/software partitioning approaches are based on the high-level specification of a certain functionality to produce modules (or components) that can be either executed in a software or hardware environment. Our concept extends this approach and closes the interfacing gap if hardware components are deployed: We focus on the automated generation of all necessary interaction mechanisms between hardware and software. According to our Hardware/Software Interaction Model only synchronous (blocking) or asynchronous (non-blocking) method calls have to be considered for interaction between a hardware component and the corresponding connector fragment. Thus a simple and generic hardware interface has to be introduced to support the process of automated connector generation. We propose a hardware interface — marked as $I_2$ in Figure 2 — that contains a (i) control register, a (ii) memory for input parameters and a (iii) memory for output parameters for each component method. This hardware interface can be implemented as a simple memory based interface, containing: (i) data bus, (ii) address bus, (iii) access enable signal and (iv) read/write control signal.

To support the automated generation of hardware/software connector fragments we have defined the following interface design attributes:

1. Definition of the hardware component architecture (e.g. 16 bit data bus and 6 bit address bus).

2. Control and status information bits for each method of the component interface in the control register of the hardware implementation:
   - start method call
   - abort method call
   - method call active
   - method call ready
   - parameter mismatch

3. Definition of input and output parameter width and memory allocation, which is especially important if a parameter of a method is defined as a pointer in the interface specification.

The resulting attributes of a hardware component interface — as listed above — and the software interface specification are the foundation for the automated connector fragment generation. The software connector fragment will have the same interface as the general software implementation of a dedicated component. From other components’ point of view there is no difference between the interface of a software or a hardware realization of a component.

4. Implementation Aspects

To verify our concept of automated generation of the necessary hardware/software interaction mechanisms we
have implemented a prototype proof-of-concept application. The functionality of this application is very simple: Copying data packets from one ECU to another via a FlexRay communication system. Additionally the transceiver driver devices of both FlexRay communication channels have to be controlled. Figure 6 shows the application that was deployed to ECU 1. Each transceiver driver component controls an external FlexRay transceiver device via an input/output (I/O) driver component and checks its status information. The components Data Transfer Application and Transceiver Driver Channel A have been deployed as software components, whereas the components Transceiver Driver Channel B, I/O Driver Channel A and I/O Driver Channel B have been realized in hardware.

This application has been chosen because of the low-speed interface of the transceiver driver devices, which result in additional scheduling overheads to fulfill the precise timing requirements. In our prototype implementation we compare the resource usage of a software and a hardware implementation of the AUTOSAR FlexRay Transceiver Driver Module [2]. Figure 7 illustrates the deployment of the software components and the software connector fragments of ECU 1 after the component model transformation in consideration of the proposed hardware/software partitioning approach. The component specifications of Transceiver Driver Channel B and I/O Driver Channel A define only synchronous method calls. Consequently, it was necessary to generate synchronous software connector fragments. Figure 8 illustrates the hardware components and the hardware connector fragments of ECU 1. The interface between Transceiver Driver Channel B and I/O Driver Channel B — marked as I4 in Figure 8 — is a simple hardware/hardware interface and has been manually optimized to a setting and resetting of external FPGA pins. Automated generation and design of hardware/hardware component interfaces is also part of our research and has been already published in [9].

4.1. Transceiver Driver Component Benchmark

The main focus of benchmarking has been set to the hardware and software realization of the transceiver driver component. According to [10] we selected the performance metrics (i) RAM Usage, (ii) ROM Usage, (iii) Worst Observed Execution TIME (WOET) and (iv) Average Observed Execution Time (AOET) as significant properties for the hardware/software partitioning benchmark. Table 1 illustrates the resource usage of the transceiver driver components that have been implemented in software and hardware. The properties concerning the hardware implementation include the hardware realization of the FlexRay transceiver driver as well as the required hardware and software connector fragments. The benchmark of the transceiver driver component has been executed on an ALTERA EPXA4 device which has the following features:

- 166 MHz ARM922T 32 bit RISC CPU
- APEX20KE FPGA with 16640 logic elements and 26kByte internal RAM

According to Table 1, the hardware realization of the FlexRay transceiver driver together with the hardware connector fragment requires about 1.6 percent of the FPGA logic cells (258 of totally 16640 logic cells). The FPGA device on ECU 1 has already been equipped to embed a FlexRay communication controller. Thus the small hardware realization of a FlexRay transceiver driver could be
integrated in the remaining unused logic cells with low effort. The advantage of the transceiver driver shift from software to hardware can be recognized if the most complex method of the transceiver driver is investigated in more detail. The method `FrTrcv.GetTransceiverWUReason` checks the status of a FlexRay transceiver driver concerning physical bus wake-up reasons. The average and worst observed execution times (AOET and WOET) of Table 2 represent the duration of the synchronous (blocking) `FrTrcv.GetTransceiverWUReason` method call on the ALTERA EPXA4 platform. The tremendous advantage of the hardware implementation can be explained by investigation how the wake-up status information is read out from the transceiver device. The software implementation has to be scheduled to control the low-speed transceiver interface via I/O pins for the status readout. The alternative hardware implementation executes the readout cyclically in a second thread of execution and only provides the information during the method call. Nevertheless we have also investigated the communication overhead caused by the hardware/software connector fragments. It becomes visible if a simple method like `FrTrcv.GetVersion` is investigated in more detail, which provides information about the vendor and the version of the component. Table 3 illustrates the communication overhead of a hardware implementation in case of very simple method calls. The software and hardware connector fragments cause an execution time overhead that let the hardware implementation be slower than the software implementation. In general the communication overhead depends on the physical hardware/software interface, the clock frequencies of CPU and FPGA, and the number of parameters that have to be transferred. Thus a human engineer has to perform a trade-off for the hardware/software partitioning which can be supported by component measures and metrics as proposed in [10]. The proof-of-concept implementation verifies our concept of automated and thus rapid and faultless generation of all necessary interaction mechanisms between hardware and software components.

### 5. Conclusion

Today’s complex embedded real-time system applications demand new approaches to fulfill system requirements concerning dependability, resource-efficiency, reusability, and real-time properties. Our approach extends the concept of component based software engineering (CBSE) to support automated and thus rapid and faultless hardware/software partitioning. A hardware component — realized in a field programmable gate array (FPGA) — together with the connector fragments in hardware and software replace a software component. Due to the well defined implementation methodology of a hardware component interface we provide for a tool that supports a flexible automated generation of hardware/software connectors. The final hardware/software partitioning decision is still based on human expert knowledge but our approach especially supports the modification and evaluation of different partitioning decisions. The proof-of-concept implementation demonstrates the functionality and advantages of our approach: Automated and rapid generation of hardware/software connectors as well as simple comparisons of different partitioning decisions.

| Table 1. Resource Usage of AUTOSAR FlexRay Transceiver Driver Component |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **FlexRay Transceiver Driver** | **RAM [byte]** | **ROM [byte]** | **FPGA Logic Cells** | **FPGA RAM [byte]** |
| SW Implementation | 16 | 2101 | - | - |
| HW Implementation | 0 | 576 | 258 | 34 |

| Table 2. Execution Times of AUTOSAR FlexRay Transceiver Driver Method `FrTrcv.GetTransceiverWUReason` |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **FrTrcv.GetTransceiverWUReason** | **AOET [μs]** | **WOET [μs]** |
| SW Implementation | 210.0 | 303.6 |
| HW Implementation | 4.3 | 4.6 |

| Table 3. Execution Times of AUTOSAR FlexRay Transceiver Driver Method `FrTrcv.GetVersion` |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **FrTrcv.GetVersion** | **AOET [μs]** | **WOET [μs]** |
| SW Implementation | 0.6 | 0.7 |
| HW Implementation | 2.8 | 2.9 |
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